DON'T TAKE YOUR LOVE FROM ME - Henry Nemo
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Verse:

You could take my castle, that’s, if I had a castle, and I’d miss it just for a while

You could take my treasure, that’s, if I had a treasure, and I’d face poverty with a smile

But, there’s one thing I ask of you; one thing you must never do………

Tear a star from out the sky, and the sky feels blue

Tear a petal from a rose, and that rose weeps, too.

Take your heart a-way from mine, then mine would surely break;

My life is yours to take, so, please, keep the spark a-wake.
p.2. Don’t Take Your Love From Me

Would you take the wings from birds so that they can’t fly?

Would you take the ocean's roar and leave just a sigh?

All this your heart won’t let you do, this is what I beg of you

Don't take your love away from me.

Don't take your love away from me.
VERSE:

EbMA7           Ebm6           BbMA7 F7+       BbMA7
You could take my castle, that’s, if I had a castle, and I’d miss it just for a while

EbMA7           Ebm6           BbMA7 A        DMA7 D6
You could take my treasure, that’s, if I had a treasure, and I’d face poverty with a smile

Eb               Ebm6           BbMA7          F7    F7+
But, there’s one thing I ask of you; one thing you must never do…..

BbMA7 Cm7       Dm7 Dbdim      F7     Dbdim Cm7 F7
Tear a star from out the sky, and the sky feels blue;

Cm   Cm+         Cm7 F7b9      BbMA7     Cm7 Dbdim BbMA7
Tear a petal from a rose, and that rose weeps, too.

Dm7   Dbdim       Cm7   G7+   Cm7 F7
Take your heart a-way from mine, then mine would surely break;

Cm7   G7+         Cm7 F7   Dm7 Dbm7       Cm7 F7
My life is yours to take, so, please, keep the spark a-wake.

BbMA7 Cm7       Dm7 Dbdim      F7     Dbdim Cm7 F7
Would you take the wings from birds so that they can't fly?

Cm   Cm+         Cm7 F7b9      Gm     Fm7 Bb7
Would you take the ocean's roar and leave just a sigh?

EbMA7           Ebm6           Bbadd9        Dm7b5    G7
All this your heart won't let you do, this is what I beg of you

Cm7   F7          Bb  Dm7b5    G7
Don't take your love away from me.

Cm7   F7          BbMA7  BMA9  BbMA9
Don't take your love away from me